
Simple Soak Zone Kit #SZK100

Step 1) Unpack contents of box: Compare to kit contents. If anything is 
missing or if you have questions, please contact A.M. Leonard, Inc. at 
800-543-8955.

Step 2) Plan your design: This kit includes several coupler style fittings 
which allow you to transition from solid garden hose to weeping soaker 
hose in a continuous design, providing irrigation only where needed.  A 
soaker hose linear format will irrigate a row planting, while creating soak-
er hose loops will irrigate larger plants or trees.  To create a double-zoned 
system, a 3-way diverter is included to divide the water flow between 
two areas.

Step 3) Install the pressure regulator: Soaker hose is a low pressure, 
low flow method of watering that should weep water, not spray.  To 
help with this, a pressure regulator is included.  Thread the regulator to 
incoming water source. 

Step 4) Attach the spigot quick adapter: Attach the black male quick 
connector to the water source from step 3. Next loosen the green thread-
ed collar without removing, and insert the garden hose into the plastic 
retaining ring. Tighten the collar completely.  If not attached, push black 
male quick connect into coupler until connected. 

Step 5) Install soaker hose: Based on your design, layout and cut 
soaker hose sections to length, placing in areas requiring irrigation, 
whether linear or looped.  

Step 6) Install garden hose: Layout and cut to length the solid garden 
hose for areas not requiring irrigation, butting the garden hose up to the 
soaker hose sections.

Step 7) Install couplers: At each exchange from garden hose to soaker 
hose, install a coupler. First loosen the green threaded collar, without 
removing, and press the soaker hose and garden hose into each side of 
the coupler. Then tighten the threaded collars completely onto the hoses.

Step 8) Flush out hoses: Prior to installing the end caps, it is recom-
mended to turn on the water for a few seconds to clear out any dirt or 
debris that may have entered hoses during setup.

Step 9) Install End Plugs: At each row end, slip a plastic clamp over the 
hose, then push the barbed plug into the hose. Press the clamp together 
to tighten.  Pliers may be used if needed.

Tips:
• To straighten hoses, unroll them and lay in a sunny location to soften. 
 It may be necessary to use anchor pins to keep hose in place. 

• Soaker system can be left out year round.  It is recommended to flush 
 the system yearly to clear any potential contaminants.  The pressure 
 regulator and plastic end plugs/clamps should be removed 
 temporarily. Reconnect system without regulator and open the valve 
 completely.  Run water for 30-60 seconds.  Then reinstall plugs 
 and clamps.

• Grade changes may affect even distribution from soaker hoses. 
 If possible in design, run solid garden hose along grade change, 
 keeping soaker lines running horizontally.

Contact:
AMLEO.com  |  800-543-8955
GardenersEdge.com  |  888-556-5676
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Kit Includes:

Tools Required:
Snip, shear or scissors to cut the hoses.
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